Evaluating the tone of assessment of the news has been a frequent concern for different theoretical perspectives in the field of political communication. Among these perspectives, Agenda Setting theory has emphasized addressing the climate of political news analysis in investigations within and outside of election contexts. However, in most of these studies, they continue to repeat "positive", "neutral" and "negative" as categories that process an evaluative tone, as if these adjectives were well defined. This investigation proposes a general objective of creating a more useful and expansive Assessment index that is composed of various complementary variables: the assessment of the main event/occasions/activities of the news story, the assessment of the actors and the evaluation of the role of the State referred to in each article. As an example, this study employs a quantitative analysis of the journalistic content published by daily Argentine newspapers Clarín, La Nación, and Página/12 on the 2008 conflict between President Cristina Fernández' government and the major agricultural corporations in the country, following the Executive decision that hoped to raise export taxes on principal raw materials produced by this sector. The application of these methodological tools along with the descriptive corpus results in showing a predominately overall negative tone of assessment. However, a disaggregated analysis of the behavior of each of the index variables allows a glimpse toward how a different evaluation of the events, the actors and the public policies in each newspaper can demonstrate their editorial stances.
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cumulative cognitive effects on the audiences in the medium and long term of the mass media exposure. On the other hand, public opinion is malleable to the effects of media messages (McCombs, 2005) .
Based on research by various authors (Cohen, 1993; Lippmann, 1922) , McCombs and Shaw (1972) conducted an investigation into the context of the 1968 presidential election in the United States to verify whether there was a correlation between the emphases by the media on a certain topic and those considered the most important by public opinion.
The initial hypothesis of the Agenda Setting theory, corroborated in this study, was that the media have the ability to establish which issues are perceived as important by the population by selecting and emphasizing certain topics and ignoring others. In this way, the relevance of the news is determined hierarchically by the frequency of publication on an event since the greater number of reports on a subject as well as within the spatial arrangement that gives them visibility are influential on public perception.
The progress of this type of investigation has led to the exploration of new fields, creating a second level of Agenda Setting. This type of research proposes that the media has the ability to select certain views of the issues or the attributes. With these, they build a representation of reality that further influences the perception of the audience (McCombs, 2006) . Thusly, public opinion considers one perspective over others, finding certain factors that are the cause of an issue, rejecting others and leaning toward a preferred solution regarding a question or problem.
This second level of Agenda Setting comprises the tone of assessment or the valence; which is also to say, the deployment of the affective components that contextualize and connect the activities/actors/events within the journalistic pieces (Kiousis, 2004) to either positive or negative emotional weights presented by the news (Muñiz, Ramirez, Murgan, & Castillo, 2009 ). Therefore, both in the seminal work of Aggenda Setting (McCombs & Shaw, 1972) , as well as in first and second level synthesis of analysis (López Escobar, McCombs, & Rey Lennon, 1996) , these categories are limited and not usually well defined.
Some other investigations have demonstrated that if news articles do define the categorical systems of valence, they are not done completely, or done ambiguously, or perhaps restricted due to the specific cases analyzed. For example, Nelson, Lechler, Schuck and Vreese (2012) suggest that there are ideas that are widely admired as socially positive values like freedom, equality and humanitarianism. Others like frustration, sadness, hopelessness or threats are indicative of a negative assessment. In addition, conflict is usually valued as negative in media coverage (Auh, 1977) . Other authors who have worked with the assessment of the news propose that this type of evaluation depends on whether the events were described favorably or unfavorably to the population (Aruguete, 2011; Kim, Scheufele & Shanahan, 2002) .
Studies examining specific issues such as the progress of the economy, define valence according to each issue and not in general terms. Sheaffer (2007) considers that the tone is usually negative when the economy is presented as declining and positive when the emphasis is on improvement or growth. Meanwhile, a neutral tone is calculated when ambiguous values were presented in the same piece.
Casermeiro de Pereson (2004) studied political leaders based on previous research (López Escobar et al., 1996; McCombs, López Escobar & Llamas, 2000) and identified values such as honesty, reliability, intelligence and kindness as positive for evaluating the candidates of the 2004 elections in Argentina. Instead, when the media publish associated values such as dishonesty, lack of intelligence, kindness or reliability explicitly, a negative evaluation was found.
Finally, a neutral valence -or undefined -was calculated when affective elements were not sufficiently specific in journalistic reporting when the values were not identified as Zunino, E . The assessment of political news in the media agenda: a methodological proposal for more extensive content analysis either positive or negative and were left balanced within the context of the piece. (Casermeiro de Pereson, 2004) .
In this paper, after preserving the systematization and reliability of categorization, the divisions of positive, negative and undefined are laid out and described in detail. The prevalence of scarce and limited definitions within the intellectual frameworks of Agenda Setting and Appraisal theory present a challenge for the theoretical articulation of the news. This paper gives a perspective into how these present values are analyzed in the social discourse in order to put forward more comprehensive and mutually exclusive definitions of the categorical components of the system that assesses news articles.
Appraisal theory
Appraisal theory is a perspective that can contribute to the creation of categories that deal with the tone of assessment (Martin, 1997; Martin & White, 2007; White, 2000) . Developed primarily by James Martin and Peter White, this theoretical perspective is an adaptation of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) studied by Michael Halliday (1994) .
Appraisal theory is concerned with analyzing the linguistic resources of the texts that are deployed and used to express, negotiate and naturalize particular ideological positions. This is based on dimensional features of semantic discourse and aims to analyze different types of texts. The main objective of this theory is to establish the way in which languages are articulated in building social roles and influencing beliefs, attitudes and expectations (Oteiza, 2009 (Oteiza, , 2010 . According to Appraisal theory, there are three sub-types or semantic domains that compose channels of assessment within the environment of the semantic discourse.
Attitude Subsystem
This subsystem shows how attributes concerning the players or processes are assessed in conjunction with emotional responses or within culturally determined values. This, in turn, is divided into three subsystems: a) Affect: This includes three types of emotional responses by which the individual reacts to the phenomena. Dichotomies are grouped into 'happiness-unhappiness'; 'securityinsecurity' and 'satisfaction or dissatisfaction'. The (un)happiness variable includes related emotions of sadness, hatred, happiness and love. The (in)security includes emotions related with wellbeing like anxiety, fear, confidence and justice. Lastly, the (dis)satisfaction variable covers associated sentiments of pleasure, displeasure, curiosity and respect (Martin & White, 2007) . b) Judgment: "comprises meanings that evaluate human behavior positively or negatively in relation to a set of institutionalized rules. Thus, judgment is involved when the speaker evaluates a human participant in relation to their acts or dispositions" (White, 2007: 7) . At this level, evaluations come into play that take the form of rules and regulations. Therefore, the behaviors of the actors are evaluated in terms of dichotomies like 'moral-immoral', 'legal-illegal', 'socially acceptable-unacceptable', 'commendable-deplorable' and 'normalabnormal' (White, 2000) . c) Appreciation: "relates to the assessment that we attach to things or natural phenomena" (Oteiza, 2009: 225) . The assessment typically evaluates natural objects, goods, text and more abstract constructions like plans and policies (White, 2000) . Human beings, if they are considered as entities or things, can also be evaluated by this system.
Zunino, E. The assessment of political news in the media agenda: a methodological proposal for more extensive content analysis Appreciation may put a focus on attributes such as harmony, symmetry, balance, or if something seems twisted. Regarding the aesthetic reaction that the object causes, the assessment may fall on aesthetic adjectives like attractive, striking, captivating, boring, monotonous, beautiful, charming and their opposites.
Graduation subsystem
The graduation subsystem refers to the featured dimension of attitudes: its graduation. This is to say that if the assessments can be made based on dichotomies whose axis of articulation is represented by a positive-negative duality, a scale of attitudes exists that moves between these two poles (Martin & White, 2007) . This type of affirmation allows for a consideration of the pieces that do not function within the positive-negative dichotomy but from intervals and scales.
Engagement subsystem
The engagement subsystem analyzes "the linguistic resources which express the intersubjective position of the proposals and the propositions of a text" (White, 2000: 11) . It takes into special account the "the source(s) of the attitudes or people who do the evaluation" because "this aspect takes the origin of the evaluation into consideration" (Oteíza, 2009: 225) . Assessment theory shares a concern for determining the emotional charge of a text along with the work of Agenda Setting. Both recognize that although it is relatively simple to establish assessment in those discourses that make it explicitly, there are other contexts where these attributes form the latent part of the content of the message (Krippendorff, 1990; White, 2003) .
This study aims to integrate processes that have been used in several Agenda Setting studies with some concepts that are held within Appraisal theory. Specifically, this paper proposes to disaggregate valence from three dimensions that are oriented mainly toward creating the attitude subsystem: 1) the assessment of the main event of the newspaper pieces (affect); 2) the assessment of the key actors in the news (judgment); and 3) the assessment of the role of the State or public authority (identified from their policies and actions) within the framework of the matter presented (appreciation).
In this way, the graduation subsystem hypothesizes about the convenience of establishing a measurement tool from intervals rather than dichotomies, so as to propose an index constituted by a seven-point scale, ranging from very positive to very negative.
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Objectives and hypothesis
The general objective of this paper is to build an Assessment Index of political and/or economic printed media that create associations using different affective elements within the journalistic articles.
Established from an exhaustive categorization of valence, this conceptual framework was created from a mix of conceptual contributions from Appraisal theory and Agenda Setting theory. These specific terms aim to: 1) establish how main topics were assessed during the coverage of the the conflict with agricultural producers in Argentina in 2008; 2) determine what was assessed in each of the newspapers that wrote about the principal participants in the news; and 3) get a glimpse of how the tone of assessment is created by the media which evaluated the public policies that were proposed by the Executive Power during the 128 days of conflict.
These publications serve as a background for this investigation. It can be seen that the Clarín newspaper contributed a predominantly negative valence throughout the case study. It was found that the players within this story were represented dichotomously: the people associated with the National Government received a negative assessment, and the agricultural sector received a predominantly undefined evaluative character (Zunino & Aruguete, 2012; Zunino, 2010) .
It is interesting to note that other studies about this situation have focused on different theoretical perspectives (Cremonte, 2010; Rinesi, 2010 ) that warn about the existence of oppositional and polarized stances between, on the one hand, Clarín and La Nación, and Página/12, on the other. While the first group of newspapers confronted the National government in their coverage of the events, Página/12 tended to show editorial positions consistent with those of the Executive Branch.
As to sum up the objectives of this research and the findings which have been outlined, this paper develops the following hypotheses:
RH1: the central facts of the conflict over the implementation of Resolution No. 125/08 received a predominantly negative valence that varied depending on the editorial stances of the newspapers.
RH2: the assessment of the actors in the events was predominantly undefined concerning the participants from the agricultural sector and negative with respect to the government.
RH3:
The assessment of the public policies fell into a dichotomy, presenting the government measures in a negative manner in Clarín and La Nación and mostly positive in Pagina/12.
Finally, this paper proposes a hypothesis that will demonstrate and validate the formulation of an Assessment Index.
RH4
: the measurements used in the assessment of the main events, its main actors and the role of the state in a journalistic article are outlined in this investigation and are shown to be susceptible to the articulation as a theoretical-methodological tool consistent with estimating the tone of assessment of the media in relation to political and economic issues.
Methodology
The methodological strategy employed consists of an analysis of all the content published by the Argentine newspapers Clarín, La Nación, and Pagina/12 about Resolution No. 125/08 between March 11, 2008, the day it was announced, until July 17 of the same year, the date where the resolution was repealed by the National Congress.
Zunino, E. The assessment of political news in the media agenda: a methodological proposal for more extensive content analysis Following this objective, all newspaper articles were collected and identified as covering the conflict with the agricultural sector in 2008. This concluded with an accumulation of 6,266 newspaper articles. These were from the printed editions of the three newspapers published during the period under study (2322 were published by La Nación, 2,157 were published by Clarín, and 1,787 by Página/12). Due to the large amount of content, a simple random sample from the total population of newspaper articles was decided on. A sample of 363 articles was chosen in order to correlate with a prefixed confidence level of 95% and with a margin of error of 5%, acceptable for this type of investigation (Aruguete, 2011) .
These newspapers constitute the contextual units of this investigation. Clarín is the largest daily newspaper in the country and one of the two most popular morning newspapers together with La Nación (Martini & Lucchesi, 2004) . However, it is interesting to note that the group that owns these two newspapers have investments in the Expo Agro (the most important player in the rural sector), so that this sliding tax policy would have affected their interests directly (Becerra & Lopez, 2009 ).
The position taken by Página/12 is important at the national level because it takes a different position from Clarín and La Nación. Even though this daily paper does not have the same impact as the other papers in terms of creating the principal concerns of public opinion, it is considered as having a medium impact on the formation of opinion (Amado, 2007) .
The codebook: definitions of the conceptual categories influenced by Agenda Setting and Assessment theories
First, the central focus of the article and its tone of assessment are calculated using the following values:
General evaluation of the central actions:
• 1= Positive: the news article demonstrates positive values concerning the emotional tone of the central topic within the dichotomies of un/happiness: love and happiness; dis/satisfaction: pleasure and respect and in/security: trust and justice (Martin & White, 2007) . In this way, the manner in which the media is analyzed uses these values in reference to the general population or the common good. For example, a piece is considered positive when the actions are presented as just, based on respect for the rule of norm and relate to the wellbeing that is associated with the common good.
• 2=Negative: the news article demonstrates negative values concerning the emotional tone of the central topic within the dichotomies of un/happiness: sadness, frustration, hatred; dis/satisfaction: displeasure, lack of respect and in/security: distrust, injustice (Martin & White, 2007) . In this way, the manner in which the media uses these values is analyzed in reference to the general population and/or the common good.
• 3=Indefinite: the news article does not demonstrate a predominant value concerning the emotional tone of the central topic. Also, this value is used when there is an ambivalent stance concerning the content, where the positive and negative characteristics are equivalent (Casermeiro de Pereson, 2004: 280) .
Next, the top five actors that are mentioned and identified in each piece along with their associated elements are analyzed according to the assessments given under the following definitions:
Assessment of the actors:
The behavior of the actors is evaluated as either: moral-immoral, legal-illegal, socially acceptable-inacceptable, admirable-deplorable and normal-abnormal (White, 2000) .
In the following ways, the five most important actors are codified in the article:
• 1=Positive assessment: the behavior of an actor is evaluated positively when their moral traits are highlighted, when their behavior does not infringe upon rules or social norms, when their actions are socially acceptable and when their behavior is framed within the expected or normal; or, inclusive of when their actions are mentioned as laudable. In addition, this category is tabulated when the actor is considered as generating benefits for the population and/or the common good.
• 2= Negative assessment: the behavior of an actor is evaluated negatively when their immoral traits are highlighted, when the focus is put on the infringement of rules and social norms, when their actions are considered socially inacceptable or conflictive and when their behavior is framed as abnormal or unexpected; or is directly qualified as deplorable. In addition, this category is codified when the actor is found guilty of injury to the population and/or the common good.
• 3= Undefined assessment: this category is tabulated when the behaviors of the actors are not assessed explicitly or when the positive and negative aspects are balanced. Finally, the assessment of the public policy that was presented in the news story is analyzed (when it was found).
Public Policy Assessment
• 1= Positive: the policy is assessed in a positive way when its moral conveniences are highlighted, when it does not infringe upon rules and when it abides by social norms, when its effects are socially acceptable and when its consequences are framed within the expected or as convenient for the population and/or the common good.
• 2= Negative: the policy is assessed in a negative way when its moral inconveniences are highlighted, when it infringes upon previous rules and when it does not abide with social norms, when its effects are not socially acceptable and when its consequences are framed within the unexpected or inconvenient for the population and/or the common good.
• 3= Undefined: this category is codified when the public policy is not explicitly assessed or when the positive and negative aspects are balanced.
Procedure: assessment index
The assessment index proposed in this study intends to establish the total valence of each news article from the following procedure: First, the assessment of the principle topic is determined by calculating if a positive point is added, if a negative point is subtracted and if no value is assigned for those found undefined.
Second, an average of the assessment is established from the five principle actors of the story. To do so, one point is added for each positive assessment, one is subtracted for each negative assessment and no unit is assigned if it is undefined. This sum is then divided by five for the five actors. If the result is positive, one point is added. If the result is negative, one point is taken away. If it is equal to zero, no point is given or taken away.
Finally, the value of the political policy assessment is established from the article. One point is given if it is positive, one is taken away if it is negative. Being undefined or having no explicit value, no additional unit is given.
Zunino, E. The assessment of political news in the media agenda: a methodological proposal for more extensive content analysis This procedure allows the construction of an index that expands the classical categories of valence, -positive and negative-as the only two poles, and makes it possible to find intermediate values by incorporating recommendations from the graduation subsystem as part of the Appraisal theory. This is to say that this index does not recognize if the story is only positive or negative, but identifies the different evaluative components and links them on a scale. This proposal justifies abandoning the aforementioned dichotomy and allows a greater reflection of the deeper tensions that exist within the news coverage and even sometimes within the same story from the differential arrangements of the affective attributes and components.
Reliability
Statistical tests were applied in order to determine the sustainability of the proposed model. The internal consistency test based on Cronbach's alpha 1 estimates the reliability of an instrument through a set of items that are expected to measure the same construct or theoretical dimension. The test applied to the three variables 2 yields a coefficient α = .799.
In addition, reliability tests for the fidelity of the tabulation process were performed. For this, a random sub-sample of 10% of the total sample (37 cases) was taken and a re-1 Cronbach's alpha is a model of internal consistency based on the average of the correlations between items. It varies between 0 and 1. A model is considered consistent when the results of the test are above 0.7. 2 The variables were: "assessment of the events", "assessment of the actors" (applied from first to fifth in order of importance, when this many existed) and "assessment of public policies".
Zunino, E. The assessment of political news in the media agenda: a methodological proposal for more extensive content analysis tabulation of all the critical variables was done. The level of average agreement is measured with the Kappa coefficient 3 and was K= .781. The results show, first, that the coding process was carried out within the expected acceptable limits for the analysis of the content; and, second, applying reliable data to a sustainable model makes it possible to affirm that the tool proposed is reliable for measuring the proposed theoretical dimension.
Analysis

Assessment of the situation
Nine main topics attracted the attention of the media in the study. The assessment of each one of these in the three newspapers is shown in table N° 3. Source: Author's own work.
Zunino, E. The assessment of political news in the media agenda: a methodological proposal for more extensive content analysis Observing the first topic in the table, "the public manifestations of the ProAgriculturists", Página/12 evaluated these events as predominantly negative (82.8%), while Clarín and La Nación avoided publishing explicit adjectives about this. Therefore, the evaluative tone results predominantly undefined in both cases (75% and 70% respectively). Now, we can ask: what is the real meaning of the undefined assessment about the agricultural protest in the two most popular national newspapers? Clarín and La Nación, normally opponents of roadblocks, did not expressively comment about the use of strength of the agricultural corporations. However, Pagina/12, a newspaper that has historically built its support from different protest movements openly condemned the methodology used by the Liaison Committee in 2008. This objection was based on the consideration that the actions were contrary to the common good since its editorial line represents the government of Cristina Fernández de Kirchner.
What is interesting in this case is that the assessment parameters of the newspapers concerned with the demonstrations reflected the stance of the agricultural sector. The assessments made by Clarín and La Nación about the pro-government agenda was mostly negative (56.3% and 66.7%, respectively). Nonetheless, Página/12 was the newspaper that preferred not to express an opinion and build undefined pieces concerning the agenda of the government (87.5%), and even included some positive assessments of some of the actions (12.5%).
In sum, the methods of assessment of the newspapers about the protests demonstrate an independent variable: the actors that put them into practice. The condemnation of the pro-government demonstrations was written about discursively and were associated with violence in the Clarín and La Nación newspapers. Furthermore, this de-legitimization is also based on the idea that acting in an unspontaneous manner is of negative value.
On the contrary, Pagina/12 associated violence and authoritarianism as attributes associated with the agricultural agents. The conclusion in this regard is that the challenge of methods and modes of protest proved malleable within the arguments made by the newspapers. The method of the struggle was not a parameter for defining the legitimacy or the assessment of the demonstrations. Instead, the actors that put them into practice as well as their interests were decisive for the assessment sense of the determinants. Now, if one observes the assessments of the topic concerning "Resolution Nº 125/08", the behaviors of the editors fall into contrary positions as well. While the assessment of Clarín and La Nación of the Resolution was predominately negative (73.3% and 83.4%, respectively), Página/12 assessed this topic in a positive way, 37.5% of the time, and in an undefined manner at the same rate.
The treatment of Resolution Nº 125/08 4 in Congress was assessed in a negative manner by La Nación and Página/12 (60% and 62.5%, respectively). It is interesting to note that while the percentages were similar for how La Nación put forward the will of the government as a vote for the resolution without modifications negatively. There is a difference in issue for Página/12 who qualified the declarations and protests in the different committees of the rural leaders and the opposition legislators to the official policy negatively.
Clarín, however, refers to the dramatic features of the events, without explicitly assessing them. This type of sensationalist short-term coverage is consistent with the characteristics of a multi-target media that tries to appeal in accordance with a reading contract (Martini, 2012) .
The progress and setbacks in the negotiations led to the first coinciding point of assessment in all three newspapers. In effect, while the setbacks were considered negative in all cases, the advances also held a predominantly positive valence in the three Zunino, E. The assessment of political news in the media agenda: a methodological proposal for more extensive content analysis newspapers. This creates a common vision about the negative assessment of the conflict. Also, the three newspapers and their editorial stances formulated the conflict as disruptive to social peace, and thusly, a situation that should be overcome through negotiations of the actors involved.
However, differences appeared in the assessment of the damages that involved the different reading populations. While all the media considered that the consequences of the agricultural strike were negative, Página/12 attributed the negative effects of the conflict to the agricultural leaders while La Nación and Clarín attributed the negative effects to the National government. The complaints from the President over the media coverage 5 were evaluated negatively by Clarín (100%) and La Nación (66.7%). On the other hand, Página/12 assessed her announcements in a positive manner (33.3%) or undefined (33.3%).
In summary, this section evaluates how the assessments of the central actions associated with Resolution Nº 125/08 were substantially different according to the newspaper taken into account. Although there were higher levels of agreement between Clarín and La Nación, there was also some level of difference in the assessment of some topics. Meanwhile, the position taken by Página/12, in most cases, was contrary to the other two newspapers. These results sustain the precepts given in hypothesis Nº 1.
Assessment of the actors
The second variable included within the Assessment Index evaluates the characters of the people in the news story from the standpoint of their actions. This section analyzes the mode in which the main protagonists were evaluated in each of the newspapers.
First, those integrated in the national government are analyzed according to their assessments. Looking at the results from table Nº 4, an interesting observation can be made. The newspapers expressed greater and more explicit assessments of the actions and behaviors of the actors in the news coverage of Resolution Nº 125/08 rather than on the actors themselves. That being said, the analysis of the differences among the newspapers becomes important when assessing the actors in a definitive way.
Relating to the principal members of the Executive Branch, many times the differences are slight; however, certain editorial positions can be inferred.
Página/12 habitually used an undefined and positive tone to refer to government officials. For example, Cristina Fernández reached a 34% positive assessment, while her government reached 17.7% of the same. The Ministers of the Economy (Martín Lousteau, first, and Carlos Fernández, after) obtained a positive assessment 20% of the time and the rest of the members of the Executive Branch received 13,5% of the same. Meanwhile, Vice President Julio Cobos not only received no positive assessment, but was mentioned negatively half of the time 6 . In La Nación, there was a greater negative tone of assessment tone concerning the officials from the Executive branch of Government. Cristina Fernández received a negative assessment 38.2% percent of the time and her government, 34.2%. The Chief of Staff, the rest of the members of the cabinet, and the Ministers of the Economy received negative assessments in 33,3%, 31,6% and 30% of the publications, respectively. This is an interesting result, antithetical to Pagina/12, considering that Vice President Cobos received 14.3% of positive assessments at the moment he voted against Resolution N° 125/08. The National Government was negatively assessed 32.1% of the time and the President, 29.4%. Meanwhile, the economy ministers were negatively assessed 37.5% of the time, the other members of the Cabinet, 36%, and the Chief of Staff, Alberto Fernández, 28.%. Vice President Julio Cobos received an undefined assessment in 100% of these articles.
This data shows a trend: while Página/12 demonstrated an increase in the positive assessments referring to the main actors from the national government, the tone of the assessment in Clarín and La Nación went in the opposite direction. Now, what happened with the assessments of the agricultural opponents? As happened with the government officials, undefined assessments were also predominant concerning the agricultural stakeholders. Yet, as with the previous case, there are some data that illustrate different editorial positions taken by the newspapers concerning the topic.
The agricultural sector, when it was mentioned as an undefined collective, received more negative criticism in Página/12 (42,3%) than in Clarín and La Nación. At the same time, instances of positive assessment were more frequent in the latter two newspapers than in Página/12, although it was low in the three newspapers. The Liaison Committee received the worst assessment by Página/12 (46,7%). This newspaper did not publish any article with a positive assessment. Meanwhile, their activities were mostly assessed as undefined in La Nación (68,3%) and Clarín (64,3%), which is interesting if one takes into consideration that this was the political body that directed the roadblocks as well as promoted the cessation of the trade of grains.
Zunino, E. The assessment of political news in the media agenda: a methodological proposal for more extensive content analysis If the agricultural entities were considered separately, independent protesters 7 received the fiercest negative assessment by Página/12 (50%), followed by the SRA (44,4%), CRA (37,5%), and FAA (35,3%). However, the levels of disapproval for these entities were smaller in the Clarín and La Nación newspapers where an undefined tone exceeded 80%. In summary, there are differences again that can be seen concerning the actors from the agricultural sector. While the agricultural collective, the Liaison Committee and the separate entities reached high levels of negative criticism in Página/12, the undefined tone apparently increased and prevailed throughout the rest of the newspapers.
By analyzing the assessments made by the different newspapers concerning the principal governmental officials as well as the opposing agricultural players demonstrates a clear tendency for specific positions regarding Resolution N° 125/08. While Página/12 exhibited moderate levels of positive assessment in reference to their preferred actors of the government, Clarín and La Nación expressed a stronger rejection of these players, a
Zunino, E. The assessment of political news in the media agenda: a methodological proposal for more extensive content analysis situation creating a polarity in respect to the agricultural representatives and national government. These results are in line with the proposition of hypothesis N° 2.
The assessment of public policies
The last component involved in the Assessment Index proposed in this study evaluates the assessments undertaken by the different newspapers outlining the main activities of public policy in this news story. Source: Author's own work.
Table N° 6 allows a glimpse into how each newspaper assessed the public policies implemented by the national government. While La Nación and Clarín assessed the initiatives of the national government in a negative way (70,1% and 67,4%, respectively), the tone of assessment was predominantly undefined in Página/12 (49,3%), with high levels of positive assessment (41,8%).
These results are consistent and complimentary with the issues raised previously and allows for some progression and reinforcement of the characterization of the coverage: while La Nación and Clarín openly rejected the policies and their implications proposed by the national government, Página/12 defended them in their editions during the 128 days of conflict. The decision to measure the assessment of the three central components of information -the situation, the main actors and the policies-allows for the promotion of the general objective of this investigation: the creation of an Assessment Index which can establish of a greater comprehensive tone of assessment of a news story through the juxtaposition of several variables.
Assessment index
From weighing each of the components of the index, each article can be seen as forming an integral value of the news story. The procedure is as follows: first, the article is established as being positive, negative or undefined towards the relevant situation or main topic. Second, the tone of assessment can be measured from the five key players in each article. Lastly, the assessment of the political policies is done where it was explicitly described.
From these three measurements, points for each article are tallied and calculated in the following way: one point is added if the assessment of the activity is positive. When the average of the assessment is positive, an additional point is added. Finally, another point is added if the assessment of the public policy is regarded as positive. No points are added with the assessment of each of the items is undefined. When the assessments of the situation, actors and policies is negative, one point is subtracted for each item. In this way, a scale is created resulting in 3 points as the most positive assessment and -3 as the most negative.
Zunino, E. The assessment of political news in the media agenda: a methodological proposal for more extensive content analysis By applying the Assessment index, it allows for a refreshing view of the situations, the actors and the policies that the newspapers have chosen to negatively evaluate. What is evident is that a negative assessment prevails over the general coverage of Resolution N° 125/08 (27,5%) and this is seen at similar levels in the three newspapers: Clarín (23%), La Nación (27,8%) and Página/12 (33,3%). At the same time, the articles with a moderately negative assessment reached values close to 20% in the three newspapers, while the very negative tone was similar in Clarín and La Nación (17,8% and 19,8%, respectively) and differing to a small extent in Página/12 (3,9%).
If the negative values are taken together, the newspaper with the greatest amount of this type of article was La Nación (68,3%), followed by Clarín (62,2%) and Página/12 (57,8%). Meanwhile, undefined assessments were similar in Clarín (30,4%) and La Nación (27%), reaching levels somewhat smaller than those in Página/12 (20,6%).
Importantly, the greatest differences were given concerning the articles that are considered positive. Página/12 published this type article reflecting their editorial stance (21,6%), while this assessment was lower in Clarín (7,4%) and La Nación (4,8%). Yet, we can ask, how did the media coverage differ among La Nación, Clarín and Página/12 if the overall assessment of the articles written were predominantly negative in the three newspapers?
By analyzing in detail, one can see that the different newspapers took different positions in the assessment of the situation, the players and the policies. However, this does not claim that the levels of drama in the coverage and the ways of presenting the news were similar when tone is taken into account. In terms of bias, the newspapers were divergent. One possible explanation for this behavior falls on the necessity of presenting dramatic activities to the readers as if they were coherent within the framework of newspaper reporting, since this characteristic increases the relevance of the issues in both the agenda of the media and for the public (Kiousis, 2004) .
Finally, the ability to measure the separate variables of assessment that refer to the situation, the players and the policies make it possible to establish that the high levels of negativity exhibited by the three newspapers were associated in diverging manners -and even antithetically-concerning each of these variables.
Discussion and conclusions
This investigation is specially concerned, from the case study, in the type of analysis amply developed within areas of political communication and specifically within the Agenda Setting theory, as well as with the tone of assessment of the news.
Zunino, E. The assessment of political news in the media agenda: a methodological proposal for more extensive content analysis As was expressed, conventional investigations from the United States usually establish an overall assessment of journalistic articles into "positive", "negative" and "neutral", but frequently do not define these categories sufficiently.
The present paper puts forward two important proposals. The first of these, in theoretical order, consists in articulating the different components of valence proposed by Agenda Setting theory in conjunction with the theory of Assessment. The objective of this is to demonstrate the problems and limitations of the simple categories of "positive" and "negative".
By leaving these values as universal and not defining them completely permits a discussion that is relative in nature and subjective in character. This is to say that the valence evident in the news is a complex product of scales of values as well as of the interests of the different players that intervene in the publication process and create a foundation or backdrop in the nature of topics and issues in the news. In this way, it becomes important the to put forward a definition of categories of useful assessment in order to analyze political and/or economic news. This constitutes an attempt to analyze and objectify conceptual terms from diverse theoretical sources that, nevertheless, does not end a debate, but presents one as a contribution that is both beneficial and reliable in terms of analysis.
In addition, this investigation questions the legitimacy of classical categories of "positive" and "negative" which creates a dichotomous system that become two extremes within the positions of tension. The idea of the system of measurement presented as a scale succeeds in at least two aspects.
First, a news article represents a complete process of consideration by expressing an appraisal of the topic through a combination of variables: the assessment of the situations, the players and the political policies. A range of graduation from -3 to 3 becomes more accurate for forming and building the characteristics of the evaluation.
Second, this results in not thinking of the news as solely "positive", "negative", or "neutral". An assessment begins to demonstrate its total value as a result of a complex set of tensions that play out within the topic and/or by positions on dissimilar values in direction or intensity, associated with different aspects. In this context, the points of the scale become very interesting in that each article becomes a detailed analysis of each dimension of the index, which makes the diversity of the values clear as well as making the contradictions between them apparent, even within one article. This is to say that the tool proposed makes it possible to measure the overall and total assessment of one article; and, at the same time, deepen the understanding about the type specific components within the article -the situation, players and policies-to be evaluated in a specific way. Therefore, the media coverage can be evaluated globally as well as interpreted for particular data.
In this investigation, the usefulness of this tool is found in two central aspects. First, it confirms that Clarín, La Nación and Página/12 made overall negative and moderately negative assessments that dominated the coverage of the conflict with agricultural groups during the tension of 2008. However, secondly, the disparate and disaggregated measurements of analysis of each of the variables makes it possible to put forward a thorough interpretation by detecting substantial differences in the positions taken by the editorials of the newspapers about the situation, the players and the policies.
The decision to design a tool for the measurement of the affective components that the news coverage focuses on demonstrates inherent difficulties in the nature of the theoretical substrate evaluated. However, the efforts in abstraction, objectification and creating procedure that emerges from the conceptual framework taken from the theories of assessment and Agenda Setting transcend the boundaries of the perspectives that arise. The tools presented in this paper are useful and adaptable to other approaches that employ a quantitative content analysis; and, this investigation, which quantitatively demonstrates the Zunino, E. The assessment of political news in the media agenda: a methodological proposal for more extensive content analysis differences in specific characteristic of a news story, continues a path towards a deeper discussion that involves different and contrasting perspectives which should be used in future case studies.
